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In this paper we examine via Topological Transversahty ordinary differential 
equations in the complex domain. Although initial value problems in the complex 
domain have been studied widely, very little is known on intervals (domains) of 
existence of a solution. The results of this paper enable us to read off immediately 
from the differential equation an interval of existence, although it may not be 
maximal. Furthermore, we introduce boundary value problems in the complex 
domain and obtain existence theorems for such problems. Our analysis is based on 
the notions of an essential map and on a priori bounds on solutions. c? 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
Ordinary differential equations in the complex domain have been studied 
in great depth this century; however, very little is known on intervals of 
existence of a solution. We are interested in this paper in applying 
Topological Transversality to study the existence of solutions to the initial 
value problem in the complex domain: 
Y Cn) =f(t, y, y’,..., y’“- I’), tEU, 
y(0) = q), y’(0) = a1 ,...) y’“-“(O) = Lx,- I 
(1.1) 
where 01~ E @, j = 0, l,..., n - 1 and J 8, x @” -+ @ is analytic in t, y ,..., y’” - ‘) 
for t E U, and continuous in t, y,..., y’“- I) for t E Dr. Here of course @ is 
the complex plane and U,= {z: lzl < T}, TE Ft. 
By a solution to (1.1) we mean a function y which is analytic on U, with 
’ Y, Y ,..., y’“’ continuous on 0, which satisfies the differential equation and 
initial conditions. The basic existence theorems in Ince [8] and Smart [lo] 
guarantee that a solution exists for 1 tl < E for some E > 0 suitably small; 
however, from these theorems it is extremely diflicult and many times 
impossible to produce a specific interval of existence of a solution. The 
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results of this paper enable us to read off immediately from the differential 
equation an interval of existence of a solution, although it may not be 
maximal. We in fact establish with a restriction on T (which depends only 
on the initial data and the growth constants associated with the nonlinear 
behavior off) that the initial value problem (1.1) has bounded solutions 
y(t) for t E 0, under growth conditions of Bernstein type on the non- 
linearity J: Furthermore, in Section 4 we obtain existence theorems for 
“Boundary Value Problems” in the complex domain. 
Let Ak( UT), k 20, an integer, denote the Banach space of functions 
g, g: UT -+ @ is analytic on U, with g, g’,..., gck’ continuous on UT with 
norm 
II~lI~=~~~~/I~llo~...~ IIP’llo~ 
If B denotes the initial conditions in (1.1) then let Ak,( U,) denote the 
subset of functions in Ak( 0,) which satisfy the given initial conditions. For 
notational purposes we also let A’( U,) = A( 0,). 
Remark. Let Hk(U,) denote the space of functions g, g: U,+ C is 
analytic on U, and g(j), j = 0 ,..., k, is bounded on U, with norm 
It is more natural to seek solutions y E H2( U,) to (1.1). However, the a 
priori bounds derived in the forthcoming sections together with the Mean 
Value Theorem for complex functions (Proposition 1.17 in Conway [2]), 
Theorem 9.1 of McShane and Botts [ 1 ] and the assumptions off imply, a 
priori, that y E A k( 0,). 
2. SOLUTIONS TO FIRST ORDER INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
IN THE COMPLEX DOMAIN 
We begin by extending Theorem 2.1 of [S] for the new class of 
problems. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f: 0,x @ + C be analytic in t, y ,..., y’“-” for t E U, 
and continuous in t, y,..., yCn-” for tE 0,. Suppose there is a constant K 
independent of A such that I y( t)l, ) y’( t)l < Kfor t E 0, for each solution y(t) 
to 
Y'=~f(A.Y), 0<1<1 
y(0) = 0. 
t2.1 1;. 
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Then the initial value problem 
Y’ =f(t, Y), tEU7 
Y(O) = 0 
(2.1) 
has a solution y in A’(o,). 
Proof Let P= {ueA;(&): llull <K+ l}, F,:A(D,)+A(D,), 
0 6 A d 1, be the continuous map defined by (F,u)(t) = Af(t, v(t)), and 
j: A;( UT) + A( 0,) be the natural embedding which is completely con- 
tinuous by the Arzela Ascoli Theorem. We define L: A;( 8,) + A( e,) by 
Ly = y’. It follows from Theorem 5.10 of [9] that L-l is a bounded linear 
operator. Then H, = L- ‘F,j defines a homotopy H, : P -+ A;( a,). It is 
clear that the fixed points of Hi are precisely the solutions to (2.1). and 
hence H, is fixed point free on a I’. Moreover, the complete continuity of j 
together with the continuity of L-’ and Fj, imply that the homotopy H, is 
compact. H, is essential by Theorem 1.2 of [6] and Theorem 1.5 of [6] 
implies that H, is essential. Thus (2.1) has a solution. 
We establish various existence theorems by placing growth conditions on 
the nonlinearity f: Suppose at first f satisfies linear or sublinear growth 
conditions, then Theorem 2.1 and the maximum modulus principle yield 
THEOREM 2.2 (Linear or sublinear growth). Suppose 
If(t, u)l f A(tNul + B(t) (2.2) 
where A(t), B(t) b 0 are functions bounded on bounded t-sets. Let A and B 
denote the upper bounds for A(t), B(t), respectively, for t E 8,. Then (2.1) 
has at least one solution in A’( 0,) provided 0 < T-C l/A. 
ProoJ Fix T with 0 < T< l/A. The existence of a solution in A’( e,) 
will follow immediately from Theorem 2.1 once we establish a priori 
bounds for (2.1),. Let YEA’ be a solution to (2.1),. Then 
lu’l = l~f(t,v)l dAlyI +B. 
Suppose the maximum of ( y( t)l for t E 0, occurs at [. If [ E U, then by the 
maximum modulus principle y = constant. The initial condition yields 
y=O. On the other hand if rear/, then 
Iv’1 GAly(i)l +B 
and integration along the straight line from 0 to 7, yields 
1 y(i)1 G ATI y(i)1 + BT. 
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Hence 
because A T < 1. 
This inequality implies 
I Y(f)1 Q MCI for t E 0,. 
Now (2.2) gives 
Iv’(t)1 <AMO+BrM’. 
Thus [y(t)], /y’(t)1 < K=max{M,, M,} and the existence of a solution to 
(2.1) is established. 
The main result of this section is concerned with obtaining solutions to 
the initial value problem (2.1) with Bernstein growth conditions on the 
nonlinearity j Here the continuity of the maximum modulus function 
together with Theorem 2.1 yields 
THEOREM 2.3 (Bernstein growth). Suppose 
If(c ~11 6 A(W’ + B(t) (2.3) 
where A(t), B(t) > 0 are functions bounded on bounded t-sets. Let A and B 
denote the upper bounds for A(t), B(t), respectively, for t E 0,. Then (2.1) 
has at least one solution in A’( UT) provided 0 < T< 1/2(AB)‘/*. 
ProoJ Fix T with 0 < T < 1/2(AB)“*. The existence of a solution will 
follow immediately from Theorem 2.1 once we establish a priori bounds for 
(2.1),. Let yeA’ be a solution to (2.1),. Then 
Iv’1 = IQ-zf(t,~)l GAlyl’+B. 
Suppose the maximum of I y(t)1 for t E 0, occurs at [. If [E U, then y E 0. 
Otherwise [ E aZ7, and so 
Hence this quadratic inequality implies that either 
- - - I Y(i)l 1 G (1 4ABT2)“* 1 + (1 4ABT’)“’ 
2AT 
or 
I Y(i)1 2 
2AT ’ 
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Apply the same reasoning for any r with 0 < r < T to obtain either 
I Y(t)1 G 
1 - (1 - 4ABr2)“2 1 + (1 - 4ABr2)li2 
2Ar 
or 
I Y(t)1 a 2Ar 
for t E e,. Since y(0) = 0 and lim, _ ,,+ (1 + (1 - 4ABr2)1’2)/2Ar = cc there 
exists an r, 0 < r < T such that 
I Y(f)1 G 
1 - (1 -4ABr2)‘j2 
2Ar 
for tE 0,. 
In particular, since h(r) = (1 - (1 - 4ABr2)‘/2)/2Ar is an increasing function 
on [0, 1/2(AB)‘12], we have 
M(r)=max I y(t)1 < 
1 -(l -4ABr2)“2< s l/2 
*ED, 2Ar 0 A ’ 
Suppose 0,. is the largest closed disc where M(r) 6 (1 - 
(1-4ABr2)“2)/2Ar.Ifr=Tthenwehave)y(t)~Q(1-(1-4ABT2)“2)/2AT 
for t E 8,. If on the other hand r < q -C T then 
M(v) 2 
1 + (1 -4ABq2)“’ 
24 
because of 0 < T< 1/2(AB) ‘I2 Since M(p) is a continuous function of p for . 
0 <p Q T then there exists a p, r < p < u], such that M(p) = [B/A]‘12. Since 
M(~L) > 1 + (1 - ~ABP~)“~ > 
, 
24 
we have a contradiction. Hence 
I Y(t)1 G 
l-(1-4ABT2)1’2_M 
2AT 0 
for t E 8,. 
Now (2.3) gives 
ly’l QAM;+B=M,. 
Thus Iy(t)l, ly’(t)lQK=max{M,,M,) and the existence ofa solution to 
(2.1) is established. 
Theorem 2.1 also holds for the inhomogeneous initial condition y(0) = a, 
a E @, via Theorem 5.1 of [7]. So trivial adjustments in the proofs above 
yield the following two theorems. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose 
If(c u)l 6 A(t)lul + B(t) 
where A(t), B(t) 3 0 are functions bounded on bounded t-sets. Let A and B 
denote the upper bounds for A(t), B(t), respectively, for t E I?,. Then 
Y’ =f (t, Y), tEU7 
Y(O) = a 
has at least one solution in A’( 0,) provided 0 < T < l/A. 
(2.4) 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose 
If(t, u)l ~AWlul*+B(t) 
where A(t), B(t) 2 0 are functions bounded on bounded t-sets. Let A and B 
denote the upper bounds for A(t), B(t), respectively, for t E 0,. Then (2.4) 
has at least one solution in A’(i-i,) provided 0~ T<(-lcll + 
(1~1’ + B/A)“*)/2B. 
Remark. We can extend the proof of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 to 
the case of first order systems as in their present formulation. Thus we 
obtain, for example: 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose for f: 0, x @” -+ C” we have 
If (6 ~11 6 A(t)lul* + B(t) 
where A(t), B(t) > 0 are functions bounded on bounded t-sets. Let A and B 
denote the upper bounds for A(t), B(t), respectively, for t E 0,. Then 
Y’ =f (6 Y), tEU, 
Y(O) = % CiEC” 
has at least one solution in A’( u,) provided 0 < T< (- [cl1 + 
(lcll’+ B/A)“*)/2B. 
3. SOLUTIONS TO HIGHER ORDER INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
IN THE COMPLEX DOMAIN 
Theorem 2.6 produces an interval of existence for solutions to higher 
order initial value problems; however, the results of this section yields bet- 
ter intervals of existence for such problems. Also some analysis is needed to 
produce an interval of existence from Theorem 2.6 whereas the conclusions 
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of this section enables us to write down immediately an interval of 
existence simply by looking at the ordinary differential equation. Further- 
more, the ideas of this section indicate a very natural way of looking at 
“Boundary Value Problems” in the complex domain. Trivial adjustments in 
the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [ 71 and Theorem 2.1 yield 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f: D,x @” + c he analytic in t, y,..., ycnel’ for t E U, 
and continuous in t, y,..., y’“- ” for t E UT. Suppose there is a constant K 
independent of J. such that 1 y(t)l,..., 1 y’“‘( t)l < K for t E si, for each solution 
Y(i) to 
y(‘l) = 1.f (t, y, y’,..., y’” ~ ‘I), O<il<l 
y(0) = c(c), y’(0) = tl, )..., y- “(0) = a,? _, 
where c(, E C .for i = 0, l,..., n - 1. Then the initial value problem 
Y ‘“‘=f(i, y, y’,..., yCn-‘), iEUT 
Y(O) = ho,..., Y (n-‘)(0)=a,-, 
has a solution y in A”(u,). 
(3.1);. 
(3.1) 
We will formulate the theorems in this section for the homogeneous case 
n = 2. So for the remainder of this section we assume a, = c1i = 0 and n = 2. 
Now Theorem 3.1 together with the maximum modulus principle will yield 
THEOREM 3.2 (Linear or sublinear growth). Suppose 
If (t, u, PII G A(t)14 + B(t)lpl + C(t) (3.2) 
where A(t), B(t), C(t) > 0 are function bounded on bounded t-sets. Let A, B 
and C denote the upper bounds for A(t), B(t), C(t), respectively, for t E UT. 
Then (3.1) has at least one solution in A2( 8,) for 0 < T< 
(-B+(B2+4A)“2)/2A. 
Proof Fix T with 0 < T< (-B+ (B2 +4A)‘12)/2A. We obtain first a 
priori bounds for (3.1 )1. Let y E A2( UT) be a solution to (3.1),. Then 
Iy”ldAlyl+Bly’l+C. 
Suppose the maximum of I y’(t)1 for t E UT occurs at [. If c E U, then the 
maximum modulus principle and initial conditions yield y E 0. On the 
other hand if [E aU, then 
I y(t)l G TI y’(i)1 for any t E 0,. (3.3) 
Thus 
1 Y”(t)1 G A TI y’(i)1 + BI y’(i)1 + c 
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and integrating along the straight line from 0 to [ yields 
IY’(i)l G CT I- [AT* + BT] EM,. 
because 0 < T< ( -B + (B* + 4,4)“*)/2A. Hence 1 y’(t)1 < M, for t E 0, and 
so (3.3) implies 1 y(t)1 < TMOr M, for t E 0,. Now (3.2) gives 
I y”(t)1 6 AM, + BMo + C EE M,. 
Thus [y(t)/, Iy’(t)l, /y”(t)1 <K=max{M,, M,, M2j and the existence of a 
solution to (3.1) follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Finally, suppose in place of (3.2) f satisfies Bernstein type growth con- 
ditions; then Theorem 3.1 and the continuity of the maximum modulus 
function M(p), 0 dp d T, will yield our main result. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Bernstein growth). Suppose 
If(t, u, p)I 6 A(t)lul’+ B(t)lpl* + C(t) (3.4) 
where A(t), B(t), C(t) > 0 are functions bounded on bounded t-sets. Let A, B 
and C denote the upper bounds for A(t), B(t), C(t), respectively, for t E 0,. 
Then (3.1) has at least one solution in A*( 0,) provided 0 < T< 
((-BC+(B*C*+AC)“*)/2AC)“*. 
Proof Fix T with 0 < T < (( - BC + (B2C2 + AC)1’2)/2AC)1’2. Let 
y E A*( 0,) be a solution to (3.1), and suppose the maximum of I y’(t)] for 
t E 0, occurs at i. If i E U, then y = 0. Otherwise [E aU, and so 
Iv’(i)l ~AT31~‘K)12+BTl~‘(i)12+CT. 
Hence this quadratic inequality implies that either 
I Y’(i)1 G 
1 -(l -4(AT3+ BT) CT)1’2 
2( A T3 + BT) 
or 
I Y’(Ol 2 
1+(1-4(AT3+BT)CT)1’2 
2(AT3 + BT) 
Apply the same reasoning for any r with 0 -C r < T to obtain either 
I Y’(f)1 G 
1 - (1 - 4(Ar3 + Br) Cr)‘j2 
2(Ar3 + Br) 
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or 
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I y’(t)1 2 
1 + (1 - 4(Ar3 + Br) cry 
2(Ar3 + Br) 
for t E 0,. 
Since y(0) = 0 and 
lim 1+(1-4(Ar3+Br)Cr)1’*=03 
r-o+ 2(Ar3 + Br) 
there exists an r, 0 < r 6 T, such that 
I y’(t)1 G 
1 - (1 - 4(Ar3 + Br) Cr)“* 
2(Ar’+ Br) 
for t E 0,. 
Also the function 
h(r) = 
1 - (1 - 4(Ar3 + Br) Cr)“* 
2(Ar3 + Br) 
is an increasing function on 
[( 0, 
- BC+ (B*C* + AC)“’ “* 
2AC )I 
so in particular 
M(r) = max 1 y’(t)1 < 
I - ( 1 - 4(Ar3 + Br) Cr)“* 
IE D, 2(Ar3 + Br) 
- 2BC* + 2C( B*C* + AC)“* “* 
< 
A ) . 
Suppose 0, is the largest closed disc where 
M(r) < 
1 - (1 - 4(Ar3 + Br) Cr)‘/* 
2(Ar3 + Br) . 
If r-c T, then for r<q< T 
Ml) 2 
1+(1-4(Aq3+Bq)C~)“2g 1 
2L4v3 + Bv) WM3 + Brl) 





and this contradicts the fact that M(p) is a continuous function of p for 
0~6 7’. Thus 





lY(t)l<T~o=M, for t fz 0,. 
Hence (3.4) implies 
and so ) y(t)l, 1 y’(t)\, ) y”(t)] d K=max{M,, M,, M2) and the existence of 
a solution is established by Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. We can obtain corresponding theorems for the 
inhomogeneous case n = 2. Furthermore we can use the same ideas of Sec- 
tion 3 to discuss higher order problems. An example of this is the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose 
If(4 uo, Ul,..., u,- 1 )I 
~~o(t)l~oI+~,(t)l~,I + ... +An-l(t)lUnpII +C(t) 
where A,(t),..., A,- I (t) 2 0 are functions bounded on bounded t sets. Let 
Ao,..., A,-, be upper bounds for A,(t),..., A,, _, (t), respectively, for t E 0,. 
Then the homogeneous initial value problem (3.1) has at least one solution in 
A”( 0,) provided 0 < T < To, where To is the smallest positive root of 
AoT”+A,T”-‘+A,T’-2+ ... +A+,T-l=O. 
4. REMARKS FOR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
IN THE COMPLEX DOMAIN 
It is also possible to consider “Boundary Value Problems” in the com- 
plex domain. A typical example of such a problem is: 
Y” =f(& y, Y’X tEUT 
y’(0) = 0 and Y(C) = 0; CE 8,. 
(4.1) 
Trivial adjustments in the previous sections proofs yield 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose 
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If(f, u, P)I G A(t)lu12 + B(tJlp12 + C(t) 
where A(t), B(t), C(t) > 0 are functions bounded on bounded t-sets. Let A, B 
and C denote the upper boun& for A(t), B(t), C(t), respectively, for t E or. 
Then (4.1) has at least one solution in A2( UT) provided 0 < T < 
(( - BC + (B2C2 + 2AC)“2/4AC)“2. 
Remark. As usual we can consider inhomogeneous boundary con- 
ditions and higher order “Boundary Value Problems.” It should also be 
noted that if the condition y’(0) = 0 in (4.1) is replaced by y’(d) = 0, dE @ 
then Theorem 4.1 holds as stated with UT= {z: Iz - dl < T}. 
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